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Abstract: A virtual power plant (VPP) can aggregate distributed renewable energy and flexible load
to participate in the electricity market as a virtual controllable assembly. This pattern can effectively
avoid the bidding risk of users, and produce cooperation benefits such as reducing transaction costs.
Reasonable profit allocation is the key factor to determine the formation and survival of a VPP,
which means a reasonable allocation for the VPP’s market income among participating members.
In view of that, this paper proposes a framework of profit allocation in VPPs based on cooperative
game theory. Aiming at the competitive environment with multiple VPPs in the electricity market,
a VPP’s profit allocation model based on bidding optimization is built, which considers multiple
objectives such as fairness of profit allocation, stability of cooperation alliance, and attraction of
participating members. Furthermore, a multi-objective evolutionary optimization algorithm based
on reference points is introduced to solve the model. Then, a VPP composed of prosumers is taken
as an example to carry out the emulation. The results show that all participating members can get
satisfactory profit allocation. Its cost-saving ratio ranges from 7.82% to 18.66%, and it confirms that
the proposed profit allocation method can encourage prosumers of small size to participate in the
VPP cooperation effectively.

Keywords: virtual power plant; profit allocation; cooperation game; market bidding;
multi-objective optimization

1. Introduction

In recent years, distributed renewable energy (DRE) has become the focus of renewable
energy development and utilization all over the world [1]. A large number of prosumers
with DRE have emerged. In an electricity market environment, users or microgrid systems
with DRE are allowed to participate in electricity trading [2]. However, it is difficult for
DREs to participate in the electricity market competition as an independent individual
due to the characteristics of small capacity, scattered layout, and strong randomness of
output. In this context, virtual power plants (VPPs) provide a solution for prosumers with
DREs to participate in electricity market transactions. VPPs integrate different DREs and
flexible load resources into a virtual controllable aggregate through the energy management
system to participate in electricity market transactions. VPPs can effectively avoid the
market bidding risk brought by uncertain factors such as DRE output, electricity load, and
market price. In addition, VPPs can produce cooperation benefits such as reducing energy
consumption cost. Many studies have shown that the participation of VPPs in energy and
reserve markets can significantly increase the profits of prosumers [3,4].

Although VPPs can participate in electricity market bidding as a unified whole, the
investment and finance of each DRE in a VPP are independent. Each DRE is likely to
belong to different property rights entities. If the market transaction costs and benefits of
the VPP cannot be reasonably distributed among the participating members, the existing
participating members will leave the VPP. At the same time, it is not conducive to attracting
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new DREs to join the VPP. Therefore, designing a fair, reasonable, and transparent VPP
profit allocation strategy within the VPP is crucial to maintain the cooperative relationship
between DREs and the VPP, and it is an urgent problem to be solved.

There are mainly two ways to realize the profit allocation within a VPP in existing
research. The first way is to optimize the VPP bidding strategy based on the electricity
market environment which refers to the settlement of power supply revenue and energy
cost based on the electricity market price and the actual energy production and consumption
of VPP members. Such studies are mentioned in [5–12]. Refs. [8,9] proposed a joint bidding
optimization model for VPPs to participate in the energy market and the reserve capacity
market. It analyzed the changes of the benefits and electricity costs of DREs, electric
vehicles, and flexible load users before and after participating in the VPP. The second way
is to solve the internal market transaction equilibrium based on the VPP internal market
transaction mechanism. Ref. [13] designed the internal market and operation mechanism
of VPPs with multi-investment subjects and established a controllable distributed power
reserve bidding model under uncertain information based on non-cooperative game theory.
Refs. [14,15] proposed a VPP internal equilibrium strategy based on the Stackelberg game
model, which took a distributed energy producer with thermal production capability as
the leader. Refs [16,17] proposed a VPP two-layer dynamic game bidding model based on
the Multi-Agent and Stackelberg dynamic game considering the external power market.

However, neither of the above two ways considers the contribution of participating
members to the VPP cooperation benefits. At present, a few scholars use the cooper-
ative game model to study the allocation of VPP benefits. Based on the cooperative
game theory, [18] analyzed the cooperation space and fair allocation of benefits between
electricity-distribution companies and VPPs including wind power, photovoltaic power,
and hydropower generation. Refs. [19,20] applied nucleolar theory to study the profit alloca-
tion for VPPs. Refs. [21,22] established a VPP income allocation model by using bargaining
game theory. Refs. [23–25] established a VPP profit allocation model by applying Shapley
value theory. Among them, [23] proposed a multi-factor improved Shapley value method
based on the risk level, profit contribution, and profit growth rate of VPP internal members.
Refs. [24,25] proposed a Shapley value method based on the improved heat-to-electric ratio
of the combined heat and power (CHP). Although the above-mentioned commonly used
cooperative game solutions such as nucleolus and Shapley value can quickly generate a
unique profit allocation strategy for VPP, there may be a better profit allocation strategy in
the core. On the basis of solving the core of the VPP cooperative game, Ref. [26] further
established a dual-objective optimization model of VPP profit allocation. In the core of a
large number of potential profit allocation schemes, it proposed a feasible profit allocation
scheme that met the objectives of fairness of profit allocation and stability of cooperative
alliance. The research in [26] showed that the multi-objective optimization based on core
allocation could effectively explore a large number of potential profit allocation strategies
in the core, and provided a good solution for the design of flexible and efficient VPP profit
allocation strategies.

To sum up, it can be seen that most of the existing studies focus on the single VPP
market environment, which refers to DRE, flexible load users, and other individuals only
being able to choose whether to participate in a specific VPP. With the development of
VPPs, there will be multiple VPPs in the market for DRE and other individuals to choose to
participate in. So far, no research has considered the issue of profit allocation under the
competitive environment of multiple VPPs. In multiple VPP competition environments,
participating members of the VPPs have the risk of breaking away from the existing VPP
and participating in other VPP cooperation. Therefore, the profit allocation scheme for
VPP should not only ensure the fairness of profit allocation and the stability of cooperative
alliance, but also try to maintain the attraction of participating members. However, in reality,
the VPP profit allocation strategy is usually difficult to satisfy the optimal goals of stability,
fairness, and attractiveness at the same time. Taking the allocation of transaction costs in
the VPP market as an example, the stability objective requires increasing the minimum
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cost savings of participating members. They tend to allocate as low cost as possible to
participants of small volumes, resulting in this part of participants to have an advantage
in VPP cooperation. This is not only against the fairness goal [23], but also reduces the
attractiveness of the VPP to participating members of large volumes. How to achieve
the balance among the three goals of stability, fairness, and attractiveness of participating
members is a problem that needs to be solved now. At this time, the establishment and
solution of the VPP’s profit allocation model will face the following two challenges: (1) how
to measure the attractiveness of the VPP to participating members; and (2) considering
fairness, stability, and attractiveness goals at the same time, the profit allocation model
based on bidding strategy optimization will become a high-dimensional multi-objective
stochastic programming problem, and the solution of the model will face great challenges.

In order to solve the above problems, this paper takes the VPP composed of prosumers
as the research object and considers the fairness of benefit distribution, the stability of
the cooperative alliance and the attractiveness of participating members based on the
electricity market including the day-ahead market and the real-time market. This paper
applies cooperative game theory to construct a VPP’s profit allocation model based on
multi-objective optimization in the electricity market environment, and it introduces a high-
dimensional multi-objective evolutionary optimization algorithm based on reference points
to solve the model. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

(1) This paper designs the measurement index of a VPP’s attractiveness to participants.
The ratio of the loss caused to the cooperative alliance when a participant leaves VPP
to the loss suffered by the participant itself is recorded as the attraction index of VPP
to the participant. It can quantitatively assess the risk of participants leaving the
existing VPP and participating in other VPP cooperation.

(2) This paper establishes a multi-objective-based profit allocation model for a VPP based
on bidding optimization including fairness of profit allocation, stability of cooperative
alliance, and attraction of participating entities. This model can be applied to both a
single VPP market environment and to a multi-VPPs competition environment.

(3) In this paper, a multi-objective evolutionary optimization algorithm based on reference
points is introduced to effectively solve the Pareto solution set of VPP profit allocation.
The algorithm can adaptively generate a series of reference points with superior perfor-
mance based on the current population, and greatly improve the individual selection
pressure by calculating the distance between the reference point and the individual.

The remaining parts of this article are organized as follows. In Section 2, the coopera-
tive game model of VPP is constructed and the process of determining the profit allocation
scheme of VPP is proposed. This paper establishes the VPP bidding model based on
CVaR in the electricity market in Section 3. This paper establishes the VPP transaction cost
allocation model in Section 4. In Section 5, the algorithm solving process is introduced.
Section 6 of this paper presents an example analysis. Finally, this paper summarizes the
content in Section 7.

2. Problem Statement
2.1. VPP Cooperative Game Problem

The VPP studied in this paper is composed of multiple prosumers. Each prosumer
load includes DRE output load, flexible load, and non-flexible rigid load. All users are
coordinated by VPPs for joint bidding in the electricity market. Assuming that all prosumers
operate in the mode of surplus Internet access, the VPP can interact with the power grid in
both directions. The VPP can purchase electricity from the market to make up for its own
energy balance gap, and can sell its surplus DREs in the market.

2.1.1. Interest Relationship between VPP’s Internal Subjects

As shown in Figure 1, from the perspective of interest relationship, the relationship
between prosumers in VPP is a cooperative relationship, while the relationship between
the VPP and prosumers is a principal-agent relationship, which is the subject and medium
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of internal and external interaction in VPP. On the basis of collecting DREs and loading
forecasting data of internal prosumers, VPPs participate in electricity market transactions,
and then make internal scheduling arrangements according to the transaction results. At
the same time, scheduling adjustments are made timely in real-time operation, and after
the settlement of market transactions, benefits are allocated among internal prosumers.
It should be noted that the DRE configured by prosumers can generally only meet part
of the load demand of users, so users still need to purchase electricity outside to achieve
their own energy balance. Therefore, the power purchase cost of DREs aggregated by
prosumers in the market is often higher than the income of DRE surplus Internet access and
auxiliary services. The profit allocation of VPPs is the sharing of market transaction costs.
The cooperation benefit is the reduction of energy consumption cost of prosumers. It is the
main interest demand of VPP operators to minimize the transaction cost of VPP market
and maintain the stability of VPP cooperation by making a reasonable market bidding
strategy and cost allocation strategy. Minimizing electricity cost by participating in VPP
cooperation is the fundamental benefit of prosumers.
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2.1.2. Establishment of VPP Cooperative Game Model

Since a VPP is formed by the cooperation of prosumers, the cost allocation among
VPP entities can be regarded as a cooperative game problem. Each prosumer in a VPP
is a participant in the cooperative game, and the market transaction cost under the opti-
mal bidding strategy of VPP is the characteristic function of the cooperative game. Let
I = {1, 2, . . . , NI} represent the set of participating members (prosumers), H(I; v) is a
VPP cooperation game with optimal transaction cost as its characteristic function, and the
characteristic function V(s) determines the minimum cooperation cost of any subset S ⊆ I.
Each subset S ⊆ I can form an alliance S, which is represented by an indicator vector
aS =

[
aS

1 , aS
2 , . . . , aS

NI
]
, if i ∈ S, then aS

i = 1, otherwise aS
i = 0.

Since H(I; v) is a cost-based cooperative game and the cost is non-negative, its super
additivity is as follows: when S1, S2 meets S1 ∩ S2 = ∅, there is v(S1 ∪ S2) ≤ v(S1) + v(S2),
which means that if all members participate in coalition C, the total cost can be minimized.

Let x = {x1, x2, . . . , xNI} represent the cost allocation vector of VPP cooperative game,
where xi is the cost proportion allocated to participating members i. In this section, the
concept of “core” in cooperative game is used to determine the cost sharing vector x.
The definition of core core(H) of cost cooperative game H(I; v) is shown in Equation (1),
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which means no alliance can save more cost than the total cost currently allocated by
participating members.

core(H) ≡
{

x ∈ RN :
N

∑
i=1

xi = 1, ∑
i∈S

xiv(I) ≤ v(S), ∀S ⊆ I

}
(1)

If x ∈ core(H) and x is in the core of cooperative game H(I; v), then x is called
reasonable distribution. Establishing a new cooperation cannot make participants gain
greater benefits in this game, so alliance S has no splitting motivation.

2.2. Determination Process of VPP Cost Allocation Strategy

Since there is no physical connection among the members of the VPP, the distributed
energy power owned by the members can only be used by themselves or sold in the market.
Therefore, the cost allocated by all members in the VPP does not include the distributed
energy cost and is only the market transaction cost of the VPP. The electricity market
studied in this paper includes day-ahead market and real-time market. It is assumed that
VPP is the market price receiver, and its quotation does not affect the settlement price
of the day-ahead market and the real-time market. Due to the uncertainty of renewable
energy generation, load demand, and market price, the final market transaction cost of
VPP cannot be determined at the equation stage of the day-ahead bidding strategy. Thus, a
fixed amount of costs cannot be allocated to participating members. Therefore, this paper
proposes the cost allocation strategy determination process of VPP as shown in Figure 2:

(1) In the equation stage of day-ahead bidding strategy, transaction cost of VPP market is
optimized through VPP market bidding strategy model.

(2) Before submitting the bidding curve of day-ahead bidding market, the paper de-
termines the expected cost proportion of each participant in VPP through VPP cost
allocation model, which is regarded as the basis of the final cost allocation. Based
on the optimization results of transaction costs in the expected market of VPP, this
paper takes the fairness of cost allocation, the stability of cooperative alliances, and
the attractiveness of participating members as objectives.

(3) After the settlement of the real-time market, this paper calculates the cost borne by
each participant according to the cost allocation proportion of VPP determined in the
bidding stage and the final transaction cost of VPP market.
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3. Bidding Optimization Model of VPP Based on CVaR
3.1. Model Building of Uncertain Characteristics

Under the electricity market environment, there are three kinds of uncertain factors in
the bidding and operation for VPP including distributed renewable energy output, load
demand, and market price. The all probability distribution models of various uncertain
factors are as follows.

(1) Distributed wind power

The output of distributed wind turbine is affected by wind speed. In this paper,
Weibull distribution is used to determine the probability distribution of wind speed [27].
Then, the probability density function of distributed wind turbine’s output is as follows.

fW(QW) =


b{1− e[−(

Vc
τ )

k
] + e[−(

Vf
τ )

k
]}, QW = 0

b( k
τ )(

c
τ )

k−1e[−(
c
τ )

k ], 0 ≤ QW ≤ Qmax
W

b{e[−( Vc
τ )

k
] − e[−(

Vf
τ )

k
]}, QW = Qmax

W

(2)

b =
Vr −Vc

Qmax
W

(3)

c = Vc + bQW (4)

In equations above, Qmax
W is the rated power of the wind turbine. vc is the cut-in wind

speed, and v f is the cut-out wind speed. vr is the rated wind speed. k and t are the shape
parameters and scale parameters of Weibull distribution, respectively.

(2) Distributed photometry

The output of distributed photovoltaic units is related to the photometry. In this paper,
the intensity of light is set to obey Beta distribution [28]. The probability density function
of the output of distributed photovoltaic units is as follows.

fPV(QPV) =
1

Qmax
PV

Γ(ξ + ψ)

Γ(ξ)Γ(ψ)

(
QPV
Qmax

PV

)ξ−1(
1− QPV

Qmax
PV

)ψ−1
(5)

In Equation (5), Qmax
PV is the maximum output of photovoltaic power generation. ξ

and ψ are the shape parameters of Beta distribution.

(3) Load demand

The load demand of VPP internal users can usually be predicted by historical load
data, and the predicted value is Dt. Assuming that the prediction error ∆l

t follows the
standard normal distribution [29].

Dt = Dt + ∆l
t (6)

(4) Market transaction price

It is assumed that the day-ahead market price and real-time market price in the power
electricity market obey the lognormal distribution [30]. Its probability density function is
as follows.

fp(P, µ, σ) =
1

P
√

2πσ
e[−

(ln P−µ)2

2σ2 ] (7)

3.2. VPP Bidding Model

Optimizing the expected market transaction cost of a VPP and determining the charac-
teristic function of cooperative game H(I; v) of a VPP are the foundation of formulating
the cost allocation strategy of the VPP. Therefore, a bidding optimization model of VPP
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market should be established to obtain the expected market transaction cost of VPP under
the optimal bidding strategy. A VPP participating in market transaction and its operation
will face the volatility risk in three types of uncertain factors: renewable energy output,
load demand, and market price. The market bidding decision can be defined as a stochastic
programming problem. The VPP bidding model under the electricity market environment
is shown below.

Objective Function:

v(S) = min
Ω

(1− β)
NS
∑

s=1
ρs

NT
∑

t=1

(
CDA

t,s + CRT
t,s + CDP

t,s + CDR
t,s
)

+β

(
µ + 1

1−α

NS
∑

s=1
ρsηs

) (8)

Including:
CDA

t,s = PDA
t,s,inQDA

t,in λ− PDA
t,s,outQ

DA
t,outλ (9)

QDA
t,in = max

{
0, QDA

t

}
(10)

QDA
t,out = −min

{
0, QDA

t

}
(11)

CRT
t,s = PRT

t,s,in

(
QRT

t,s,in −QDA
t,in

)
λ− PRT

t,s,out

(
QRT

t,s,out −QDA
t,out

)
λ (12)

CDP
t,s = PDP

[
εt,s,inQDA

t,in + εt,s,outQDA
t,out

]
λ (13)

εt,s =

{
ϕt,s − δ ϕt,s > δ

0 0 ≤ ϕt,s ≤ δ
(14)

ϕt,s =

∣∣QRT
t,s −QDA

t
∣∣

QDA
t

(15)

CDR
t,s =

NI

∑
i=1

NOi

∑
o=1

PR
i,oDR

i,o,t,sλ (16)

Constraints:
QG,min

i,t,s aS
i ≤ QG

i,t,s ≤ QG,max
i,t,s aS

i (17)

Di,t ≤ Dmax
i aS

i (18)

0 ≤ DR
i,o,t,s ≤ DR,max

i,o,t aS
i (19)

DR
i,t,s =

NOi

∑
o=1

DR
i,o,t,s, 0 ≤ DR

i,t,sλ ≤ Ri,t,saS
i (20)

DR
i,t,s − DR

i,t−1,s ≤ Rup
i aS

i (21)

DR
i,t−1,s − DR

i,t,s ≤ Rdown
i aS

i (22)

Qt,s =
NI

∑
i=1

(
Di,t,saS

i − DR
i,t,s −QG

i,t,s

)
(23)

−
NI

∑
i=1

QG,max
i aS

i ≤Qt,s ≤
NI

∑
i=1

Dmax
i aS

i (24)

ηs ≥ λ
NT

∑
t=1

(
CDA

t,s + CRT
t,s + CDP

t,s + CDR
t,s

)
− µ (25)

ηs ≥ 0 (26)
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The VPP bidding model under electricity market environment aims to minimize VPP
market transaction cost, which includes four parts: day-ahead market transaction cost,
real-time market transaction cost, unbalanced electricity penalty cost, and flexible load
regulation cost. The decision variable is Ω =

{
QDA

t,in , QDA
t,out, QPT

t,s,in, QRT
t,s,out, DR

i,t,s, QG
i,t,s

}
.

Since the market transaction cost will change with uncertain factors such as renewable
energy output, load demand, and market price, this model takes conditional value at risk
(CVaR) as a risk measure value into the objective function, which aims to measure the
impact of uncertain factors fluctuations on the VPP’s market transaction cost. The objective
function is shown in Equations (2)–(10).

In Equation (8), β is usually valued in interval [0, 1] according to the decision maker’s
risk preference, and if the value of β is larger, the decision maker is risk-averse. The value
of α is usually between 0.9 and 0.99. When the value of uncertain factors is determined
through scenario generation, CVaRα(C) can be defined as the expected cost of VPP market
transaction in the worst scenario with scenario probability that is (1− α)× 100%.

Equation (9) indicates that the day-ahead market transaction cost of VPP is the differ-
ence between the power purchase cost and the electricity sales revenue in the day-ahead
market. QDA

t is the expected interaction power between the VPP and the grid in the
day-ahead market during the period t. In the case of two-direction interaction, QDA

t will
be positive when the grid sends power to VPP. QDA

t,in represents the electricity purchased
by the VPP during t period of the day-ahead market. Moreover, QDA

t will be negative
when the grid buys electricity from the VPP. At the same time, it represents the surplus
renewable energy electricity sold by the VPP during t period in the day-ahead market. It
can be seen that QDA

t means that the VPP can only be in one of the states of purchasing
electricity from the main grid or selling electricity at any time. As Equation (12) shows, the
real-time market transaction cost of the VPP is also the difference between the real-time
market power purchase cost and the electricity selling income.

As shown in Equations (13)–(15), the penalty cost of the unbalanced power of VPP
is determined by the unbalanced power penalty price and the unbalanced power.
Equation (16) represents the cost of flexible load regulation of the VPP. Participating mem-
bers provide a stepwise bidding curve of flexible load regulation for the VPP according to
their own demand elasticity. The VPP should compensate participating members according
to the bidding price when reducing flexible load.

The constraints mainly include four aspects: distributed energy unit operating con-
straints, load constraints, power balance constraints, and CVaR constraints, which are
shown in Equations (17)–(24). It should be noted that the objective function v(S) is ap-
plicable to any alliance S ⊆ I, and the constraints of VPP bidding model also depend on
the alliance S. Therefore, the indicator vector aS

i needs to be considered in the constraints
to ensure that when i ∈ S, the corresponding parameters and variables of participating
member i can be called by the model. Taking Equation (17) as an example, the output of
distributed energy units should be positioned between its minimum and maximum. For
participating member i that belongs to i /∈ S, if aS

i = 0, QG
i,t,s = 0. The operating constraints

and output of the power generation units of participating member will not be included in
the bidding model S of VPP, and they will not affect the power balance constraints.

Equation (18) is the load demand constraint. It should be within the maximum
load range for participant i during t period. From Equation (19) to Equation (22) are the
flexible load constraints. The total load reduction of participating members and the load
reduction of each bidding stage should be within its load reduction capacity, and the
load adjustment of the adjacent period must meet the ramping up and down constraints.
Equations (23) and (24) are the power balance constraints. The interactive power between
the VPP and the grid is equal to the load demand minus the flexible load reduction and
the output of the distributed energy unit. The value should be between the maximum
output load of the distributed energy unit and the maximum electrical load demands.
Equations (25) and (26) are CVaR computing constraints.
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4. Cost Allocation Model of VPP Based on Multi-Objective Optimization
4.1. Model Building

The non-empty core of cooperative game H(I; v) for a VPP contains lots of potential
cost allocation vectors x. Different allocation vectors x will correspond to different cost
allocation effects. Arbitrary allocation of vector x in the core may lead to a very small
reduction of the market transaction cost for some alliances. The alliance cannot get great
cost-saving benefits in the VPP cooperation, which makes the VPP cooperation alliance
unstable. The allocation of vector x may also lead to a much smaller reduction in transaction
costs for some participating members than for other members, resulting in unfair cost
allocation. The distribution vector x may also cause some participating members’ market
transaction cost reduction value not to match their contribution to VPP cooperation benefits.
It will result in the VPP not being attractive enough to the participating members, and
the participating members are likely to withdraw from the existing cooperative alliance
to participate in another VPP cooperation. Therefore, VPP cost allocation model should
meet the three objectives including the stability of the cooperative alliance, the fairness of
cost allocation, and the attractiveness of participating members. Finally, an effective cost
allocation scheme in the core of the game is proposed.

(1) Stability objective

The excess e(S; x) to the allocation vector x of the alliance S can be used to measure
the satisfaction of the alliance or participating members to the allocation vector, because the
satisfaction of participating members is a key factor affecting the stability of the cooperative
alliance in the VPP cooperative alliance. Compared with its independent operation, e(S; x)
represents the cost saving amount that the alliance S can get by participating in the VPP
cooperative alliance under the cost allocation vector x. The larger the value of e(S; x) is, the
greater the cost saving amount is and the larger the sum of the cost savings of participating
members in the alliance S is. Moreover, the greater the cost savings available to each
participating member, the higher the satisfaction of the participants with the cost allocation
vector x. In this paper, the minimum transition e(S; x) in the VPP cooperative alliance is
taken as the stability measure, which is marked as ω. It is also the lowest cost saving in all
alliances S. ω represents the lowest satisfaction in VPP cooperative alliance under the cost
allocation vector x. The higher the satisfaction is, the more stable the cooperative alliance
is. Therefore, the stability objective functions of VPP cost allocation model are as follows:

max
xi

ω = {S ⊆ I|mine(S; x)} (27)

e(S; x) = v(S)−∑
i∈S

xiv(I) (28)

(2) Fairness objective

The fairness of VPP cost allocation will be affected by the proportion of market transac-
tion cost saving among participating members with the cost allocation vector x. Therefore,
the difference between the saving proportion in market transaction of the member with
the highest proportion and that of the member with the lowest proportion as the fairness
measure index, which is marked as π. π represents the maximum cost saving difference
among participating members of VPP with the cost allocation vector x. The smaller the
difference is, the fairer the cost allocation s. Therefore, the fairness objective functions of
VPP cost allocation model are as follows:

min
xi

π = θ − θ (29)

θ =

{
i ∈ I

∣∣∣∣max
[

1− xiv(I)
v({i})

]}
(30)
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θ =

{
i ∈ I

∣∣∣∣min
[

1− xiv(I)
v({i})

]}
(31)

(3) Attraction objective

After the participant i rejects the alliance, due to the broken alliances, the ratio of the
sum of losses caused to other participants to the losses suffered by participant I is taken as
the attractiveness index of the VPP to participant i. It is marked as γ. The smaller the value
of γ is, the more attractive the VPP cooperative alliance is to participating member i. If
participating members leave the VPP, they will suffer a large loss. Compared with the loss of
leaving members, the VPP will suffer a smaller loss. Therefore, the minimum attractiveness
index of each participating member is taken as the attractiveness measure index, which
is marked as γ. The smaller γ is, the more attractive the VPP is to the participating
members, and the participating members are less likely to leave the cooperative alliance
and participate in other VPPs. Therefore, the attractiveness objective function of the VPP
cost sharing model is as follows:

min
xi

γ =

{
i ∈ I

∣∣∣∣max
v(I/{i})− (1− xi)v(I)

v({i})− xiv(I)

}
(32)

It should be noted that the VPP cost allocation scheme is difficult to meet three
objectives of stability, fairness, and attractiveness simultaneously. For example, the stability
goal requires maximizing the lowest saving-cost of all alliances. The VPP needs to allocate
less cost for participating members of the alliance that save the lowest cost. On the one hand,
the saving-cost rate of participants will increase, which will lead to the larger deviation of
all members in VPP. Therefore, it is irreconcilable with the goal of minimizing the fairness
index. On the other hand, the participating members in the alliance with the lowest cost
saving are usually of small volumes. The VPP tends to allocate the cost as low as possible to
participants of small volumes with the stability goal. It not only results in the advantage of
participants with small volumes in the VPP cooperation, but also reduces the attractiveness
of the VPP to participating members of large volumes. Under the stability goal, the VPP
tends to allocate the lowest cost to the smaller participating members, which leads to the
advantages of the smaller participating members in the VPP cooperation and reduces the
attraction of the VPP to the larger participating members.

VPP cost allocation scheme must be in the core of the game, so it also needs to meet
the following constraints.

NI

∑
i=1

xi = 1 (33)

xi ≥ 0 (34)

v(S)−∑
i∈S

xiv(I) ≥ 0, ∀S ⊆ I (35)

Equations (33) and (34) are the basic requirements for cost allocation in the cooperative
game, which can ensure that the cost allocation vector is non-negative and the transaction
costs in VPP market can be fully allocated to the participating members. Equation (35) rep-
resents the allocating constraints of the core in cooperative game, which means no alliance
can save more costs than the sum of costs currently allocated by participating members.

4.2. Model Simplification

The multi-objective optimization model of VPP cost allocation constructed above is a
min-max double-level programming problem. The outer model takes the cost allocation
vector as the decision variable. It aims to explore the VPP cost allocation scheme under
multi-objective optimization. The inner model takes participating members or alliance
combinations as the decision variables, then the minimum transition ratio, the maximum
cost saving ratio, the minimum cost saving ratio, and the minimum attractiveness under the
current cost allocation vector are calculated, which provides the basis for the calculation of
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stability, fairness, and attractiveness indicators in the objective function of the outer model.
Due to the difficulty of solving the two-level programming model, this paper adopts the
objective function for the element method to transform VPP cost sharing model into a
single-level programming problem. The simplified model is as follows:

max
xi ,ω

ω (36)

min
xi ,π,θ,θ,ω

π (37)

min
xi ,ω

γ (38)

subject to Equations (33) and (34)

ω ≤ v(S)−∑
i∈S

xiv(I), ∀S ⊆ I (39)

ω ≥ 0 (40)

θ ≤ 1− xiv(I)
v({i}) ≤ θ, ∀i ∈ I (41)

π = θ − θ (42)

γ ≥ v(I/{i})− (1− xi)v(I)
v({i})− xiv(I)

, ∀i ∈ I (43)

5. Multi-Objective Evolutionary Optimization Based on Reference Points

The cost allocation model of a VPP based on bidding strategy optimization is a multi-
objective stochastic programming problem, and there are conflicts among sub-objectives.
Mathematically, the cost allocation vector that maximizes the stability index, the allocation
vector with the best fairness, and the allocation vector with the strongest attractiveness are
the different points of the polyhedral core x ∈ core(H). Therefore, it is needed to obtain the
Pareto optimal solutions set, and the solution in the optimal solution set cannot improve
the value of other objective functions without deteriorating the value of one objective
function. Since the cost allocation model of VPP based on bid optimization is a nonlinear
multi-objective optimization problem, a heuristic algorithm is chosen to solve the model.

In 2014, Deb K proposed NSGA-III algorithm for the multi-objective optimization
problem [31]. Based on the adaptation of NSGA-II algorithm with the crowd-distance
sort, NSGA-III overcomes the problem that the Pareto dominance criterion cannot dis-
tinguish the performance of individuals due to non-dominated individuals at a ratio of
exponential increase in the population and the objective function increases by introducing
widely distributed reference points to maintain the diversity of the population. NSGA-III
has a good search capability in multi-objective space, but since the shape of the Pareto
front of the optimization problem is usually unknown, the inconsistency between the
pre-given reference points and the Pareto front shape will lead to the degradation of the
algorithm’s search performance. In view of this, this paper proposes a reference point
adaptive generation method for NSGA-III improvement. The improved algorithm can
adaptively generate a series of reference points with good convergence performance and
uniform distribution based on the current population information in the evolution process
to guide the population evolution and improve the performance of the solution set.

5.1. Generation of Reference Points and Selection Strategy for Individuals
5.1.1. Generation of Reference Points

The basic idea of reference points adaptive generation is that for the current population,
it finds a local ideal point in each dimensional target space and uses it as a reference point.
The specific computational steps of reference point generation are as shown below.
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(1) Set the initial parameter: the population to be selected G(k), the step size for generating
reference points ϕ (ϕ ∈ (0, 1)), the sampling rate of reference points α (α ∈ [1/M, 1]),
and the number of reference points NR (NR ≤ N);

(2) Select the nondominated solutions of G(k) to form G′(k);
(3) Sort G′(k) according to the crowding distance of the m dimensional target space;
(4) Based on the αN individuals with the largest crowding distance, reference points are

generated according to Equations (42) and (43) which form the set of reference points
Rm in the m dimensional target space;

r = ( f1(x), . . . , fm(x)− υm, . . . , fM(x)) (44)

υm = ϕ
(

f max
m − f min

m

)
(45)

where f max
m and f min

m are, respectively, the maximum and minimum values of the m
objective function in the known solution set;

(5) Reference point set R = R ∪ Rm, judge the size of m, if m < M, then m increase by 1,
then return to step 3 and repeat the above process, otherwise go to step 6;

(6) Delete the dominated points in R and judge the number of reference points in R, if it
is greater than NR, delete the |R| − NR points with the largest congestion distance in
R, otherwise go to step 7;

(7) Output the set of reference points R.

5.1.2. Individual Selection Strategy Based on Reference Points

Based on the adaptively generated reference points, the Chebyshev distance between
the individuals in the current population to be selected and the reference points are cal-
culated to evaluate the performance of individuals, and then the closest one is selected
for each reference point to form the new generation population. In the selection process,
if an individual is the closest individual for multiple reference points, the individual can
be selected only once, thus increasing the diversity of the population. In addition, given
that the size of the reference points may be smaller than the population size, after each
reference point has selected the nearest individual, all reference points will be available
for selecting individuals again. Under this individual selection strategy, the individual
selection pressure will be increased and a new population with better performance will be
obtained for each evolutionary generation, resulting in a Pareto optimal solution set for the
optimization problem at the end of evolution.

5.2. Algorithm Flow

The specific solution process of the NSGA-III algorithm based on the improvement
of reference points is shown in Figure 3. The reference point based on multi-objective
evolutionary optimization algorithm is practically applied to the VPP cost allocation model
in this paper with the following computational steps.

Step 1: Read the equipment parameters of each participating member in the VPP,
forecasts of DRE, load, and market price. Generate an initial population F(k) of size N
randomly, and set crossover probability, mutation probability, and the interval generation
for generating reference points kgr.

Step 2: Use evolutionary operators, generate offspring populations F′(k), and merge
parent-offspring populations G(k) = F(k) ∪ F′(k).

Step 3: Determine whether the number of iterations k is an integer multiple of kgr. If
it is an integer multiple, proceed to step 4 to generate a new reference point, otherwise
proceed to step 5.

Step 4: Based on the current population G(k), find the local ideal points respectively
in each dimensional target space for the stability, fairness, and attractiveness objectives,
and generate the reference point set using the reference point adaptive generation method,
R = {r1, . . . rNR};
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Step 5: Based on the reference point R, select individuals from G(k) that are closer to
the reference point into the next generation population to form F(k + 1).

Step 6: Determine whether to meet the terminating condition. If not meeting the
terminating condition, then k is increased by 1, then return to step 2 and repeat the above
process, otherwise go to step 7.

Step 7: Select the nondominated solutions in F(k) to form the output of Pareto optimal
solution set.
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6. Case Study
6.1. Simulation Data

In order to verify the effectiveness of the VPP cost allocation model, this section takes
a VPP composed of prosumers as an example to provide a case study. VPPs are composed
of 8 prosumers including industrial parks, commercial complexes, and office buildings.
The data on user load and DRE’s operation are from the VPP demonstration project in
north Hebei, China. The load demand and renewable energy output forecast of each user
are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Assume that 15% of the user’s total load demand belongs
to flexible load, and its adjustment compensation price is shown in Figure 6. There are
24 bidding periods in the electricity market. Each period lasts one hour. As shown in
Figure 7, the market price of Guangdong electricity market on a certain day is selected as
the predicted value of the power market price of day-ahead and real-time market. The
deviating electricity assessing standard is ±5%. The penalty price is 700 yuan/MWh. The
predicted deviations of electricity price and load demand are set as ±15%, and the risk
parameters α and β were set as 0.9 and 0.1, respectively.
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According to the probability density function of DRE’s output, load demand, and
market price, 10 situations were extracted by the proportion of Monte Carlo simulation
based on uncertain factors. A total of 1000 generated situations were reduced to 50 by the
scenario reduction technology based on Kantorovich distance [27]. The model was solved by
MATLAB 2014A in a computer with Windows 10, Intel Core i7 processor, and 8 GB of RAM.
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6.2. Cost Allocation Results and Analysis
6.2.1. Cost Allocation Result

The Pareto optimal solution set of multi-objective optimization of VPP cost allocation
is achieved by solving the optimization model, as shown in Figure 8. In the Pareto optimal
solution set, the stability index, fairness index, and attraction index of cost allocation scheme
range from 534.6 yuan to 1199.93 yuan, 6.29% to 19.49%, and 1.35 to 2.57, respectively.
Compared with the profit allocation scheme based on Shapley value in [23] (the stability
index is 103 yuan accounting for 2.98% of the VPP’s cooperation benefits; the fairness index
is 34.63%; the attraction index is 7.25), the profit allocation strategy proposed in this paper
improves the stability of virtual cooperative alliance, the fairness of profit allocation, and
its attraction to participating members.

As is shown in Figure 8, there are no optimal results in Pareto optimal solution
set that can meet the high stability index, low fairness index, and low attraction index
simultaneously. It can be seen that they are contradictory among three objective functions
constructed in the paper. Therefore, it is difficult to get optimal solutions. Take the cost
allocation scheme with the optimal stability objective of Pareto optimal solution set as an
example. The allocation scheme allocates less cost to participating members with the lowest
cost savings of the alliance to increase their cost savings and improve the stability of the
cooperation alliance, which leads the deviation among cost saving ratios of participants
to increase to 19.49%. At the same time, the attraction of participating members who
contribute more to the cooperation benefit of VPP is reduced, and the attraction index
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is 2.23, indicating that participating members have greater risks in participating in other
VPPs’ cooperation. In the Pareto optimal solution set, the optimal fairness-objective-based
cost allocation scheme tends to close the gap among the cost-saving ratio of participating
members. It will lead to the low-cost savings achieved by individual participants of low
bidding cost. The lowest cost savings of alliance S fell to 654.92 yuan. Then, the satisfaction
of participating members and the stability of the VPP’s alliance both decreased.
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The model constructed in this paper can provide a variety of cost allocation schemes in
the core of the game for VPP operators. In the actual operation of a VPP, the VPP operators
can choose the optimal cost allocation scheme in the Pareto solution set according to their
own business needs through the multi-objective decision-making method. This also proves
that the VPP cost allocation mechanism designed in this paper has high flexibility. In this
paper, the decision is made by calculating the distance between each cost allocation scheme,
the constructed ideal scheme, and negative ideal scheme using the TOPSIS method. Then,
the cost allocation scheme with the best comprehensive effect is obtained. Considering the
importance of maintaining cooperative relations among participating members of the VPP,
the weights of stability index, fairness index, and attraction index are set as 0.35, 0.35, and
0.3, respectively, in the scheme comparison.

The optimal cost allocation scheme after screening is shown in Figure 9.
Figures 9 and 10 describe the cost allocation ratio, cost allocation amount, and cost saving of
each member in the optimal cost allocation scheme, respectively. Under this cost allocation
scheme, the cost saving ratio of each member of the VPP is between 7.82% and 18.66%,
and the maximum deviation is 10.84%. The lowest cost saving of alliance S is 822.55 yuan,
and the worst attraction index of participating members is 1.8. As is seen from the figure,
the cost allocation ratio of each member of VPP is correlated with its individual bidding
cost. Members with higher individual bidding cost tend to get more cost allocation. On
the one hand, members of large size allocate the market trading cost through the size of
power purchase marketization. On the other hand, in order to reduce the dissatisfaction
of cooperation and maximize the minimum cost saving of the alliance S, the member of
the low-cost allocation is allocated less cost. More cost shall be borne by the individual
bidding members.
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In addition, as individual members with low bidding cost are more sensitive to cost
savings, it can be seen from the figure that members with small size generally get a higher
cost saving ratio in the VPP cooperative alliance. For example, the individual member 1
and member 5 with the lowest bidding cost have cost saving ratios of 18.66% and 17.18%,
respectively. It is beneficial to encourage small prosumers to participate in VPP cooperation
and reduce the influence of uncertainty of renewable energy output and load demand on
power market and system operation. At the same time, the individual member 6 with the
highest bidding cost, and its cost savings ratio is 7.82%. Its attraction index is 1.8. The VPP
has the worst attraction to the member 6 among the existing participating members. It
suggests that prosumers tend to participate in VPPs with larger scale. Meanwhile, internal
participating members with smaller size in the VPP will make the alliance more stable.

6.2.2. Cost Allocation Scheme under Situations of Different Risk Factors

Under various risk situations of different flexible load scale LR and penalty electricity
price PDP of unbalanced power, Table 1 shows the distribution effect of the optimal cost
allocation strategy of the VPP based on TOPSIS screening. As can be seen from Table 1, with
the increasing bidding difficulty in the electricity market, which means that LR becomes
smaller and PDP becomes larger, the stability of the VPP cooperation and the fairness
of cost allocation will be affected, and the attraction of the VPP cooperation alliance to
participants will increase. In the electricity market, VPPs mainly deal with the fluctuation
of uncertain factors such as load demand and renewable energy output through flexible
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load regulation, which can reduce the deviating power. The increase of LR means that
both the participating members and the VPP have more controllable resources. On the one
hand, it will improve the VPP’s risk response ability and reduce the market transaction cost.
Therefore, the minimum saving cost of the alliance is also increasing. On the other hand,
the improvement of risk response ability of participating members makes them depend
on VPP cooperation less. Thus, the attraction index decreases. At the same time, PDP

represents the risk cost. With the increase of PDP, the VPP plays a significant role in saving
the penalty cost of unbalanced electricity, and the minimum cost saving of the alliance and
its attraction to participating members are improved.

Table 1. The effect of cost allocation under different risk scenarios.

Risk Scenario
The Effect of Cost Allocation

Stability Fairness Attraction

1 LR = 10%, PDP= 700 1005.84 9.85% 1.92

2 LR = 15%, PDP = 700 1020.68 9.82% 1.99

3 LR = 20%, PDP = 700 1030.75 9.80% 2.03

4 LR = 15%, PDP = 300 324.62 5.56% 3.54

5 LR = 15%, PDP = 500 792.85 7.66% 2.96

6.2.3. Cooperative Benefits of VPP

As the cost characteristic function of cooperative game has superadditivity, the trans-
action cost of VPP members participating in market bidding as an entity is lower compared
with individual members participating in the electricity market. The transaction saving-cost
is the cooperation benefit of VPP. Figures 11 and 12 respectively describe the bidding costs
of cooperative and independent participation in the electricity market under different risk
parameters β and flexible load scale LR. As we see from the figure, with the increase of
risk parameter β, a conservative bidding strategy will lead to the increase of VPP bidding
cost and total market bidding cost of individual participating members. Meanwhile, the
cooperation benefit and the proportion of cost saving of the VPP increase gradually. With
the increase of flexible load scale LR, cooperative bidding cost and individual bidding cost
both decrease, and cooperation benefit and the proportion of cost saving of the VPP also
increase. Overall, in all cases, the bidding transaction cost of VPP cooperation is always less
than the total cost of the member involved in the electricity market alone. It is largely due to
cooperation through VPP, the member can use available resources to cope with uncertainty
of output of renewable energy, load demand, and market price more effectively, and it can
reduce unbalanced power between the day-ahead and real-time market scheduling, which
leads to the reduction of market transaction cost.

6.3. Algorithm Performance Analysis

In order to verify the performance of the improved multi-objective optimization
algorithm, the NSGA-III and the improved NSGA-III based on the adaptive generation of
reference points are applied to solve the VPP cost allocation model. The population size N
is 100 and the number of iterations is 300. The crossover probability is 0.85 and mutation
probability is 0.1. The number of reference points is 50, and the sampling parameters α
and ϕ are, respectively, 0.4 and 0.1. The performance of the two algorithms is compared in
terms of convergence, solution set distribution, and computation time, and the results are
shown in Table 2. As can be seen from Table 2, the Generation Distance (GD) and Spacing
(SP) of the improved NSGA-III are smaller than those of NSGA-III, and NSGA-III is slightly
better than the improved NSGA-III in terms of computation time. The results show that,
compared with NSGA-III, the Pareto solution set obtained by the improved NSGA-III
can guarantee the distribution and extension performance, and has better convergence
performance, while the reference points can be generated quickly and adaptively and its
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time consumption is within an acceptable range. Therefore, this paper proposes that the
improved NSGA-III based on reference points can improve the performance of solving
multi-objective optimization problems.
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Table 2. Algorithm performance comparison.

Performance Index Improved NSGA-III NSGA-III

GD 0.0132 0.2124

SP 0.0436 0.6423

Computation time (s) 663 645

7. Conclusions

Cooperative game theory is applied in this paper to solve the problem of a VPP’s
profit allocation under the electricity market. In this paper, a VPP composed of prosumers
is taken as the research object. According to the competitive environment of multiple
virtual power plants, a VPP’s profit allocation model based on bidding optimization
is built considering multiple objectives such as fairness of profit allocation, stability of
cooperation alliance, and attraction of participating members. An improved multi-objective
evolutionary optimization algorithm based on reference points is used to solve the model.
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The results show that the proposed method can effectively explore the cooperative
game core of VPP which contains many potential allocation schemes. The findings are
as follows.

(1) VPP cooperation can save the cost of 10.76% of overall market transaction, and the
cost-saving ratio of each member is between 7.82% and 18.66%, which can ensure the
sustainable stability of VPP cooperation alliance.

(2) The cooperation benefit and profit allocation effect of VPP are affected by its risk
response and tolerance. Prosumers will be more willing to participate in VPP cooper-
ation when bidding risk is high in electricity market.

(3) Individual members with low bidding cost have advantages in VPP cooperation,
which can get a higher proportion of cost savings. It indicates that the profit allocation
framework proposed in this paper is helpful to encourage prosumers of small size to
participate in VPP cooperation.

(4) Compared with other members, a VPP is less attractive to individual members with
higher bidding cost, and such members are more likely to participate in other VPP
cooperative alliances. This indicates that in the multi-VPP competition environment,
VPP cooperative alliances with a smaller gap between internal participating members’
size are more solid.

In future studies, the profit allocation method of the VPP proposed in this paper can
be improved for VPPs composed of multiple types of subjects, such as distributed energy
producers, flexible load users, and energy storage operators. It can expand the application
scope of the profit allocation method.
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Nomenclature

Indices (Sets)
I Set of prosumers
S Cooperation alliance between VPPs
aS Indicated vector
v(I) Market trading cost of cooperation game H(I;v)
v({i}) Transaction cost of individual participating members in the market
core(H) Core set of cooperation game H(I;v)
t Time indicator
s Situation indicator
o Stepwise bidding indicator
Parameters
LR Flexible load scale (MW)
PDA

t,s,in Electricity purchasing price in the day-ahead market (¥/MW)

PDA
t,s,out Electricity selling price in the day-ahead market (¥/MW)

PRT
t,s,in Electricity purchasing price in the real-time market (¥/MW)

PRT
t,s,out Electricity selling price in the real-time market (¥/MW)

PDP Penalty power price of unbalanced power (¥/MW)
PR

i Compensation offer of flexible load adjustment (¥/MW)
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QG,min
i,t,s DRE’s minimum output (MW)

QG,max
i,t,s DRE’s maximum output (MW)

QG
i,t,s DRE’s true output (MW)

Dmax
i Participating member i’s maximum load (MW)

Ri,t,s
Participating member i’s load reduction capability in the situation s
during t period (%)

Rup
i /Rdown

i
The upper/lower limit of ramping up and down of participating member
i’s flexible load regulation

DR,max
i,o,t Participating member i’s maximum reduction load of bid section o

δ Standard of deviating power assessment in the electricity market (%)
λ Period length, 1 h
β Risk parameter
α Confidence coefficient
ρs Probability of scene s
N Population size
M Number of objective functions
Variables
QDA

t Expected interaction power between VPP and grid in the day-ahead market (MW)

QDA
t,s,in Electricity purchased by VPP in the day-ahead market (MW)

QDA
t,s,out Surplus renewable energy sold by VPP in day-ahead market (MW)

QRT
t,s,in VPP’s expected purchasing power in real-time market (MW)

QRT
t,s,out Electricity sold by VPP in the real-time market (MW)

QA
t,s Actual interaction power between VPP and grid (MW)

QRT
t,s

Expected interaction power between VPP and grid in the real-time market
during t period (MW)

DRi,
t,s /DRi,

o,t,s Flexible load reduction (MW)

Di,t, Member i’s load demand during t period (MW)
ηs Risk deviation
µ VaR
CDA

t,s VPP’s trading cost in the day-ahead market (¥)

CRT
t,s VPP’s trading cost in the real-time market (¥)

CDP
t,s Penalty cost of deviating power in VPP (¥)

CDR
t,s Adjustment cost of flexible load in VPP (¥)

εt,s VPP’s deviating power assessing rate (%)
ϕt,s VPP’s deviating power ratio (%)
ω Minimum cost savings in all alliance s (¥)
π The largest difference of trading saving-cost ratio in VPP (%)

θ/θ
The maximum/minimum proportion of members’ market transaction cost
savings in VPP (%)

γ VPP’s attraction indicator to participants
x Cost allocation vector of cooperative game in VPP
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